
Student Engagement in LIOL:
A Quick Guide

Setting Expectations –
What?
Make it clear what your expectations are for 
LOIL sessions. You could do this by 
showing students the 'Netiquette' slide 
during the unit induction/first session, and 
then provide brief reminders at the start of 
each session. Tell students how you want 
them to engage with materials in your 
sessions - is there pre-reading? Something 
to prepare? Include these details on Moodle.

1 Setting Expectations -
Why?

As well as outlining what your expectations 
of students are, it is crucial to explain why 
as well. How is their conduct and 
engagement linked to their learning? 
Additionally, how is it linked to the 
development of their professional and 
transferable skill set? Reminding students 
how each session and activity fits into the 
'big picture' can be a huge motivator.
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Virtual Learning Community 
Establish a welcoming and safe learning 
environment where failure is part of the 
learning process. If students don't know 
each other, they will be less likely to share 
their thoughts and opinions with their peers. 
Outside of LOILs, create online spaces for 
students to discuss and collaborate together
- Moodle Discussion Forums would be an 
ideal place for this.

3 Polling
Polls are an easy way to receive instant 
responses and feedback from students and 
can be a great tool to warm students up. 
You could use Zoom Polling for this, or use 
pre-made questions prepared before the 
session. For more advanced questions and 
reporting, TurningPoint is another supported 
polling platform. Other non-verbal indicators 
like the thumbs up and thumbs down icons 
can also be useful.
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Allocate Student Roles   
Give students responsibility within sessions. 
This will work especially well once students 
are put into break-out rooms to ensure 
productivity and accountability for all. 
Examples of roles could be: time-keeper, 
note-taker, spokesperson, team leader, 
researcher, interviewer, etc.

5 Chunking 
Try to include a variety of different tasks 
and activities for students within the LOIL 
time, having a clear understanding of how 
each part of the session will contribute to 
students' learning as a whole. Avoid too 
much content delivery because it obstructs 
the learning process and decreases the 
students retention level. Instead, maximise 
opportunities for discussion and 
collaboration.
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For further information, please visit the CLT Hub, or contact the 
Instructional Designers via tel@bath.ac.uk

https://teachinghub.bath.ac.uk/the-bath-blend/live-online-interactive-learning/
https://teachinghub.bath.ac.uk/the-bath-blend/essentials/top-ten-tips-online-etiquette/
https://teachinghub.bath.ac.uk/the-bath-blend/essentials/tips-and-tools-for-asynschronous-learning/
https://teachinghub.bath.ac.uk/zoom-faqs/
https://teachinghub.bath.ac.uk/
mailto:tel@bath.ac.uk
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Chat Function
Students seem to like using the chat 
function to talk to each other so make the 
most of it! Before any input from the lecturer 
directly, share a slide instructing them to tell 
each other one thing they learnt from the 
pre-reading material, or their initial thoughts 
on a provoking question (a ''Why?' or 'What 
if?') - not only will this provide a focal point, 
but you will be able to gauge how much 
students know already from their responses. 
By giving students communication options 
they can contribute in their preferred way.

1 Questions
The questions you ask are crucial in 
encouraging thoughtful and critical thinking. 
Provide notice (i.e. In half an hour I will be 
asking these three questions) and build up 
to 'big questions'. Don't let silence scare 
you off. Even better: build thinking time 
(and discussion) into sessions to allow 
space for students to process new 
concepts and information. You could put 
questions used in a LOIL in a Moodle 
Forum so that students have longer to think 
and don't feel pressured to respond with a 
'perfect' answer.
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For further information, please visit the CLT Hub, or contact the 
Instructional Designers via tel@bath.ac.uk
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